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Abstract:

We present an original simulator - called SOFI - for the synthetic generation of underwater optical images. The simulator architecture is flexible and relies on flow diagrams in order to allow the integration of various models for image generation which are based on the underwater optical phenomena. The objective is also to ensure real time or quasi real time performance so it takes advantage of the latest technologies, such as GPGPU, and relies on GPU programming under CUDA. Two kinds of models for image generation are presented and should be integrated in SOFI: (1) the OSOA model based on the radiative transfer theory and (2) global image modeling which describes globally how an image is deteriorated under the effects of sea water.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, optical data collected on the seabed form an essential tool in the underwater field of research for two main reasons. On one hand, this kind of information allows one to complete visual information at a medium or large scale provided for instance by acoustic echosounder images. Thus, scientists use them to analyze and to improve their knowledge of smaller underwater areas [1]. On the other hand, optical underwater images can be used for the accurate positioning of underwater vehicles in their environment [2-4]. In this latter field of research, visual information could be coupled to navigation sensor measurements in order to refine the position. Recent developments on lighting source such as LED projectors and on camera systems having a high sensitivity and definition, contributed to the expansion of the use of underwater optical images for scientific and technical purposes. Therefore, underwater image processing became a more and more important issue the last few years.

However, despite the improvement of advanced technology in sensor and lighting source devices, observations collected during field experiment at sea revealed that the quality of underwater images is significantly dependent on the angular distribution of the incoming light field and on the water turbidity which induces absorption and scattering properties of light by marine particulates. Thus, standard image processing techniques are highly dependent on environmental conditions. Most of the time, those techniques do not take into account the physical phenomena which are at the origin of the image formation. Therefore, it is of great interest to develop image processing algorithms which need to be validated for a large set of experimental conditions. Nevertheless, the acquisition of a high number of real images at sea in various experimental conditions is very expensive and time-consuming. One interesting way to overcome these problems and to make easier the validation step of any algorithms for processing underwater images consists in using a realistic simulator of underwater images. Such a simulator should take into account optical and lighting properties as close as possible to real-world conditions. A simulator is helpful as well to perform pre-cruise analysis to optimize the set up and operational phase of a submarine vehicle at sea. For these purposes, a 3D simulator – so-called SOFI – is being developed to generate synthetic optical underwater images. This paper describes and presents the main characteristics and originality of SOFI.

II. THE SIMULATOR

A. Short description of the simulator

SOFI ("Simulateur Optique pour la Formation d’Image" French acronym for the Image Synthesis Simulator) is an operational underwater exploration mission simulator for submarine vehicles such as AUVs (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles) or ROVs (Remote Operated Vehicles) operating in a realistic three dimensional environment. The challenge is to take into account vehicle’s embedded sensors, light sources, seabed and ocean’s properties to reach a realistic image generation (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Environment for the synthetic generation of underwater optical images

SOFI aims at enabling users to integrate their own image formation physical models and process them in real time (depending on the model). Real time is a useful feature because the simulator is able to be operated in a complete operational platform connected with mission planning software and hardware interfaces like localization and navigation systems.

The complete architecture of the SOFI simulator is represented in Fig. 2. SOFI includes features such as:

- A GUI (Graphical User Interface),
- Network capacities,
- An environment server to take into account environment data (maps, …),
- A simulation engine including kinematic and hydrodynamic vehicle behavior models,
- A 3D rendering engine to get images without any degradation,
- A post-processing flow diagram for image synthesis with medium degradation.

B. Specific features

The main innovative feature developed in the simulator relies on flow diagrams entirely processed and accelerated through graphic hardware for the image and video synthesis. This technique refers to GPGPU which stands for General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units [5]. The whole image synthesis rendering pipeline is performed through GPU (Graphic Processing Units) using the DirectX technology (Microsoft Application Programming Interfaces), the HSL (High Level Shading Language) and the NVIDIA CUDA architecture (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [6]. Manipulation and visualization of the inputs (raw data such as color images without lighting and depth map, matrices, vectors and scalars), outputs (synthesized images) and processes (illumination models, convolution, space transforms, …) are described by a set of boxes and links (Fig. 3). Generic boxes and several predefined processes have been implemented using HLSL or CUDA for basic algebra subroutines, the Fast Fourier Transform [7] or the Beer-Lambert illumination model. Then, the GUI allows one to create the flow diagram for image synthesis by combining, ordering and editing any set of algorithms. The integration of new technologies in the simulator associated with the flexibility offered to the user to create its own series of algorithms reveals the huge potential of this simulator. It shows that it can be used to a much larger extent than the field of underwater imagery.

C. Hardware accelerated flow diagram

Three dimensional environment data are rendered using Direct3D pipeline (3D part of Microsoft’s DirectX) which means that all inputs are processed and maintained within a GPU device context. The rendering process produces two dimensional raw images. The idea is to perform the whole image synthesis using 2D post-processes, in order to take benefit from parallel computing, without losing the depth information. Using a raw image and a depth map makes possible to perform the 3 dimensional image synthesis like a 2 dimensional image processing which is a highly parallelizable process. The raw data are then processed with algorithms which are coded in HLSL and/or CUDA, using various libraries such as CUFFT (Fast Fourier Transform CUDA library) and CUBLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines CUDA library). As the main performance obstacle is memory bottleneck [8], which appears when data are transferred between CPU and GPU, context Direct3D interoperability functions of the CUDA runtime application have been used to keep all data within GPU context.

Figure 2. Architecture of the SOFI simulator

Figure 3. Example of a processing pipeline in a flow diagram
D. GPU hardware choice

The simulation tasks have been dispatched between CPU (for sequential base tasks such as vehicle simulation) and GPU (for highly parallelizable tasks such as 3D rendering and image synthesis). The choice of GPU programming for image synthesis tasks was motivated by the gain in performance linked to a high memory bandwidth and a large amount of Floating Point Operations per Second (FLOPs) (Tab. I) [9]. In addition, hardware performance evolves faster for GPU than for CPU. Since GPU enables floating point operations on latest hardware, processes such as algebra subroutines and Fourier transforms are possible. Our first analyses showed that this technology seems appropriate to integrate in the simulator the models used for the generation of underwater images: the radiative transfer model of propagation of light in the ocean, such as the OSOA model [10], or the global underwater image generation model such as the McGlamery’s model [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of processor</th>
<th>CPU (core i7 980 XE)</th>
<th>GPU (Nvidia Tesla C2050)</th>
<th>Tera 100 (140000 Intel Xeon 7500)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLOPs</td>
<td>107.55 GFlops</td>
<td>933 TFlops</td>
<td>1.25 PFlops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (€)</td>
<td>950€</td>
<td>1090€</td>
<td>50M€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. RESULT

The architecture of the simulator is now available with the possibility for the user to create his own set of algorithms for image generation, programmed in both languages HLSL and CUDA. The GUI for the simulator is presented in Fig. 4. First tests have been performed and a first flow diagram for image generation has been integrated. It includes a series of processes whose complexity could be comparable to some models of underwater image generation; it consists of:

- rendering raw scene and depth data as textures,
- applying the Beer Lambert illumination model using the previously computed images,
- adding a model for distortion for the lens radial bias,
- adding marine snow based on Perlin noise,
- applying a spotlight,
- processing a depth dependent Gaussian blur.

This flow diagram reaches 60 frames per second, thus ensuring real time performance.

III. IMAGE MODELS

In order to generate synthetic underwater optical images, the simulator requires the integration of realistic image models which rely on the physical phenomena as observed in the ocean. Consequently, the development of the simulator cannot be separated from the study of optical underwater mechanisms which explain light propagation in the ocean. Underwater images typically suffer from low contrast, limited range, diminished colors with a dominating blue-green hue as well as strong blur. The prominent reasons for these artifacts are the attenuation of light in the water, the directional scattering by particulates, and the strong water absorption in the red spectral range. Thus, the study of the marine visibility within a water body using artificial lighting has been of interest for several decades.

We can distinguish two ways to gain understanding on the processes involved in underwater visibility. One way could consist of using radiative transfer theory based on optical properties of marine particulates to study light propagation in the ocean. Another way is to use image modeling to describe globally how an image is deteriorated under the effects of seawater. Both models, i.e. radiative transfer and global image models, have first been studied and are now under integration in our simulator in order to obtain realistic underwater images.

A. Radiative transfer and the OSOA model

1) The OSOA model

Radiative transfer theory is used to model the propagation of light in the ocean close to the seabed and its interaction with suspended matter [12]. Integrating a radiative transfer model in our simulator is a challenging task because this type of model is quite complex and the final product (simulator SOFI + radiative transfer module) is very time consuming. So, extensive radiative transfer computations are first performed using the OSOA radiative transfer model [10]. The OSOA model solves the vector radiative transfer equation for the coupled atmosphere-ocean system using the successive orders of scattering method. Given a set of inherent optical properties (IOPs) in the water column, the OSOA model outputs the angular distribution of the radiance field. The originality of the OSOA model, when comparing to other widely used models such as Hydrolight [13], is to account for the polarization state of light in the water mass. The IOPs required for the computations are the absorption coefficient $a$, the scattering
coefficient $b$ and the phase functions of all compounds in the water. The phase function of the particulates is of special interest as it describes the angular distribution of the light scattering that results from an incident beam interacting with a volume of water. The bio-optical model of the IOPs close to the seabed considers the pure seawater itself, the suspended particulates, called total suspended matter (TSM), and the yellow substance absorption ($a_{YS}$) of dissolved matter. The IOP model includes measurements of the spectral absorption of pure seawater from Smith and Baker [14] and Morel et al. [15], as well as the parameterization of the scattering of the water from Morel [16]. The IOPs of the particulates are modeled using Mie Theory [17]. The absorption of dissolved matter is modeled following Bricaud [18]. Based on these considerations, we focused on 3 types of water for the radiative transfer computations as described in Tab. II. As the IOPs are highly variable with wavelengths, the computations have been performed in the whole spectral range between 400 and 850 nm.

2) OSOA-based look-up tables

The OSOA simulations provide a set of look-up-tables describing the underwater radiance distributions of the light source, the target, and the radiances measured by the camera depending on a defined geometry and on the IOPs. Then, the look-up tables will be used as inputs by the SOFI simulator to compose synthetic optical underwater images.

Further, the generation of look-up tables is also and above all devoted to study the influence of the optical properties of marine particles on the diffusion of the underwater light field.

Thus, the simulations performed using the OSOA model confirm some well-known results about the light propagation in the ocean. For example, Fig. 5 represents the normalized downwelling irradiance $E_d(\lambda,z)$ as a function of the wavelength $\lambda$ and the distance $z$. It leads to the conclusion that light penetration in clear sea water (case A) is highest for the blue spectral range with a penetration at 15m distance of about 83%. This maximum shifts towards the green spectral range for turbid waters (case C) and the penetration significantly decreases because the downwelling irradiance drops to only 33% of the initial irradiance at 15m distance. Such a behavior of the irradiance profile was expected but with the extensive simulations, it is now quantified for a quasi-continuous range of wavelengths and distances.

In the same way, Fig. 6 presents the ratio $R$ of upwelling radiance to downwelling irradiance $E_d$ for case A and case C relative to distances and wavelengths. In that case, we can notice that the reflectance ratio $R$ rapidly decreases from the blue to the red spectral range in clear waters. On the contrary, in turbid waters, the highest radiance is located in the green radiations, which is induced by the particulate scattering.

3) Comparison between OSOA model and Beer-Lambert law

As we said, the aim of these simulations is not only to provide numerical data used as inputs by the SOFI simulator but also to have a detailed insight in the mechanisms of light propagation underwater under artificial illumination. The final goal will be to obtain a simple parametric model which can be used to model the image degradation while taking into account all the optical phenomena encountered in the ocean. The results of the radiative transfer simulations are then compared to the simplest and widely used description for light propagation along the vertical profile of the ocean which is the Beer-Lambert law. The Beer-Lambert law describes the attenuation of light as an exponential decrease, depending on the attenuation coefficient. It is thus interesting to analyze in which case such a law is a good approximation of the complete radiative transfer.
The radiative transfer equation not only accounts for the losses of radiation due to attenuation but also for the gains of radiation due to multiple scattering. Fig. 7 represents the normalized relative difference of the reflectance ratio \( R \) derived with the OSOA model and the Beer-Lambert approximation. This figure reveals that in clear water (case A), the single scattering scheme is prominent in the blue radiations whereas the multiple scattering process must be considered in the green to red radiations. In turbid water however, the multiple scattering must absolutely be taken into account as it is the major phenomenon.

### B. Global image modeling

Contrary to the OSOA model which is based on radiative transfer and whose use is quite complex and not immediate to generate images, the global image formation models are now directly based on the formation of the image on the sensor [11, 19-22] and no more on light propagation. Assuming a "perfect" image which would have been captured on a sensor with no diffusing media, the influence of the diffusing media on the image is then modeled as a degradation of this "perfect" image [11]. This approach has the advantage to operate only few parameters (attenuation coefficient, camera-to-scene distance, ...) and allows one to identify the main physical phenomena and the key parameters involved in the degradation of the quality of underwater images [20-22].

Based on the state of the art [11,19,20], the global image formation model that will be implemented in the SOFI simulator assumes that the underwater image is the sum of three components. Two components hold information about the scene: the direct component represents the light which propagates to the camera without being scattered and the scattered component represents the light reflected by the scene and affected by scattering processes. The third component refers to the light which is backscattered to the camera without reaching the scene (Fig. 8). This model assumes that the degradation due to light propagation in the water (attenuation and scattering) can be described by a convolution on the sensor plane.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8.** Three components of the global image formation model

Using such an approach (see [11,19,20] for details), it is then possible to determine the three components and finally to determine the image observed on the camera. To illustrate the interest of such a global image formation model, we have placed few pens on the floor and captured a 256x256 pixel image with a standard CCD camera (Fig. 9). The whole set-up is in the air (scene and camera). Then, Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 10 (b) represent the image simulation corresponding to the scene which would have been observed in underwater environment, assuming a 6m scene-camera distance and assuming that the light source is white and punctual, at a 4m distance on the left from the camera. Fig. 10 (a) corresponds to case A water characteristics, whereas Fig. 10 (b) corresponds to case C water characteristics.

As we said, this image is composed of three additive components, each of them describing a macroscopic physical phenomenon involved in the degradation of the image quality. Thus, the use of a global image formation model allows one to study separately the different sources of degradation on underwater images. One objective of high interest could be to study and predict general tendencies on the degradation of the image quality due to the variations of some image formation parameters (camera-to-scene distance, attenuation coefficient, etc). For example, in Fig. 10 (a), the main source of degradation is due to the absorption of red radiations, whereas in Fig. 10 (b), a veiling light, due to the backscattering phenomenon, is observed over the whole image and degrades the contrast of the objects.

![Figure 9. Image (256x256 pixels) acquired with a standard CCD camera into the air.](image)
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